Abstract.
Introduction
The study of additive derivations was initiated by Johnson and Sinclair in [6] where they proved the following result: Let sf be a semisimple Banach algebra and D: sf -» sf be an additive derivation. Then sf contains a central idempotent e such that esf and (I -e)sf are invariant for D, D^^î s continuous, and esf is finite dimensional. This result implies that every additive derivation from L(H) into L(H) is inner, provided that H is an infinite-dimensional Hilbert space. Motivated by this result, we consider the additive derivation problem on nest algebras.
First we recall some definitions. Let L(H) be the algebra of all linear bounded operators on Hilbert space H. A nest JV is a complete totally ordered family of selfadjoint projections on H that contains 0 and I. The algebra al%JV = {T £ L(H): P±TP = 0 for all P £ JV} is called the nest algebra with respect to the nest Jf. It is well known that if sf is a nest algebra on H, then every linear derivation from sf into L(H) is inner [2] . A natural question is: Is every additive derivation of a nest algebra inner? If dim H < oo, then there exist additive derivations of the nest algebra which are not inner (see [4, 7] ). In [4] we proved that every additive derivation of a triangular operator algebra acting on an infinite-dimensional Hilbert space is inner. The purpose of this paper is to show that this is true for any nest algebra acting on an infinite-dimensional Hilbert space. 
Then (T -S)Ay = A(T -S)y, i.e., (T -S)x = ((T -S)y, y)x. Since x is
arbitrary, we obtain that (T -S) = XI for some A £ C Thus T is linear on H.
(2) Suppose that /_ = I. Take Pn£Jr such that Pn < I and P" T / in the strong operator topology. Then K = \J PnH is dense in H. For any x £ K, there is some n such that x £ P"H. Take y £ (P"+x -Pn)H such that ||>>|| = 1 .
Define A £ a\%JV as Az = (z,y)x, z£H.
Since (T -S)Ay = A(T -S)y, we obtain (T-S)x = ((T-S)y,y)x;
thus (T -S)x = Xxx for some Xx £ C, which implies that T -S = XI on K for some X £ C. Therefore, T is linear on K . On the other hand, CT^tx = tCT33x = (tTi3x,y)u.
Thus (T-fttx, y) = (tT^x, y). Since y is arbitrary in PXH, we obtain that T^tx = tTnX. Hence r33 is linear on Af. Then Dn can be regarded as an additive derivation from R"(algJr)R" into L(RnH).
We claim that there exists n such that D" is linear, and thus by Lemma 2.3 D is inner.
In fact, if every D" is not inner, then by Lemma 2.4 there exist t" £ C such that \tn\<l and \\Dn(tnRn)\\ > n + 2\\RnD(Rn)Rn\\ = n , n = l,2,.... Corollary 2.6. Let JV be a nest acting on an infinite-dimensional Hilbert space and J? be an ultraweakly closed bimodule of sf which contains the nest algebra. Then every additive derivation from sf into Jf is inner. Proof. This follows from Theorem 6 in [5] and Theorem 2.5.
